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Abstract
We present a Lagrangian formalism to the dissipative system of a charge interacting with its
own radiation field, which gives rise to the radiation damping [11], by the indirect representation
doubling the phase-space dimensions.
1 Introduction
The study of dissipative systems in quantum theory is of strong interest and relevance either for
fundamental reasons [5] and for its practical applications [2, 6]. The explicit time dependence of
the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian operators introduces a major difficulty to this study since the
canonical commutation relations are not preserved by time evolution. Then different approaches
have been used in order to apply the canonical quantization scheme to dissipative systems (see, for
instance, [8, 7]).
One of these approaches is to focus on an isolated system composed by the original dissipative
system plus a reservoir. One start from the beginning with a Hamiltonian which describes the
system, the bath and the system-bath interaction. Subsequently, one eliminates the bath variables
which give rise to both damping and fluctuations, thus obtaining the reduced density matrix [1, 2,
3, 4, 7].
Another way to handle the problem of quantum dissipative systems is to double the phase-space
dimensions, so as to deal with an effective isolated system composed by the original system plus its
time-reversed copy (indirect representation) [9, 10]. The new degrees of freedom thus introduced
may be represented by a single equivalent (collective) degree of freedom for the bath, which absorbs
the energy dissipated by the system.
The study of the quantum dynamics of an accelerated charge is appropriated to use the indirect
representation since it loses the energy, the linear momentum, and the angular momentum carried
by the radiation field [11]. The effect of these losses to the motion of charge is know as radiation
damping [11].
The reaction of a classical point charge to its own radiation was first discussed by Lorentz
and Abraham more than one hundred years ago, and never stopped being a source of controversy
and fascination [12, 13]. Nowadays, it is probably fair to say that the most disputable aspects of
the Abraham-Lorentz theory, such as self-acceleration and preacceleration, have been adequately
understood. Self-acceleration refers to classical solutions where the charge is under acceleration
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even in the absence of an external field. Preacceleration means that the charge begins to accelerate
before the force is actually applied.
The process of radiation damping is important in many areas of electron accelerator operation
[14], as in recent experiments with intense-laser relativistic-electron scattering at laser frequencies
and field strengths where radiation reaction forces begin to become significant [15, 16].
The purpose of this letter is to present a Lagrangian formalism to the study of quantum dynam-
ics of accelerated charge, yielding an effective isolated system, where the canonical commutation
relations are preserved by time evolution. In Section 2 we briefly review the equation of motion
of the radiation damping and aspects of the solutions to the equation of motion. In section 3 we
present a Lagrangian description to the radiation damping by the indirect representation, doubling
the phase-space dimensions. Section 4 contains the concluding remarks.
2 The equation of motion
The derivation of an exact expression for the radiation damping force has long been an outstanting
problem of classical electrodynamics [8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19]. In the classic derivation given
by Lorentz and Abraham [12, 13], which relies on energy-momentum conservation, the self-electro-
magnetic-energy and momentum of a charged rigid sphere are derived for an accelerated motion. In
this first-order approximation, this derivation yields the well-known Abraham -Lorentz force which
depends on the second time derivative of the particle velocity of mass m and charge e:
m
(
d~v
dt
− τ0
d2~v
dt2
)
= ~F , (1)
where τ0 = 2e
2/3mc3, c is the velocity of light, ~v = d~r/dt denotes the velocity of the charge, and
~F is the external force.
A fully relativistic formulation of the equation of motion was only achieved in 1938 by Dirac in
his classic paper [20], where the Lorentz-Dirac equation reads
maµ =
e
c
Fµνuν + Γ
µ, (2)
with
Γµ ≡ 2e
2
3c3
(
a˙µ − aλaλ
uµ
c2
)
, (3)
where the charge world line zµ(τ) is parametrized by its proper time τ , and uµ = dz/dτ , aµ =
duµ/dτ , and a˙µ = daµ/dτ . Greek indices range from 0 to 3, and the diagonal metric of Minkowski
space is (−1, 1, 1, 1). The term (e/c)Fµνuν in Eq.(2) is the Lorentz force due to the external field
Fµν . In addition, Γµ represents the effect of radiation [17].
The equation (1) can be critized on the grounds that it is second order in time, rather than
first, and therefore runs counter to the well-known requirements for a dynamical equation of motion.
This difficulty manifests itself immediately in runaway (self-accelerated) solutions. If the external
force is zero, with the help of the integrating factor et/τ0 , it is obvious that Eq.(1) has two possible
solutions,
~˙v(t) =
{
0
~˙v(0)et/τ0 .
(4)
Only the first solution is rasonable.
However, there are a particular choice for ~˙v(0) where the second solution in Eq.(4) disappear,
that is the Dirac’s asymptotic condition on the vanishing of the acceleration for an asymptotically
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free particle [20]. In this case, the solution of Eq.(1), with the help of the integrating factor et/τ0 ,
for a rather general time-dependent force ~F (t) reads
m
d~v
dt
=
∫
∞
0
e−s ~F (t+ τ0s)ds. (5)
In fact, if ~F (t) vanishes identically for a large value of t, then Eq.(5) shows that the acceleration
also vanishes for a large value of t and therefore solution (5) is not self-accelerating. But, unfortu-
nately, and althogh mathematically correct, this approach leads to preacceleration. The violation
of causality implied by preacceleration is particularly disappointing since the Lorentz-Dirac equa-
tion (2) can be derived by using only retarded fields [21]. The existence of preacceleration is not
a consequence of the presence the time derivative of the acceleration in (1), but of the method
through which the solution has been obtained [22].
3 Indirect Lagrangian representation of the radiation damping
The inverse problem of variational calculus is to construct the Lagrangian from the equations of
motion. Different Lagrangian representations are obtained from the direct and indirect approaches
[23]. In the direct representation as many variables are introduced as there are in the equations
of motion. The equation of motion corresponding to a coordinate q is related with the variational
derivative of the action with respect to the same coordinate. Whereas, in the indirect representation,
the equation of motion is suplemented by its time-reversed image. The equation of motion with
respect to the original variable then corresponds to the variational derivative of the action with
respect to the image coordinate and vice versa [10, 24].
In the indirect approach we consider equation (1) along with its time-reversed copy
m
(
d~¯v
dt
+ τ0
d2~¯v
dt2
)
= ~¯F , (6)
where ~¯v = d~¯r/dt is the velocity of the image system, which appears in fact to be the time reversed
(τ0 → −τ0) of (1).
Thus the variation of the action S for equations of motion (1) and (6), in term of the coordinates,
must then be
δS =
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
m
(
d
dt
~˙r − τ0
...
~r +
∂V
∂~¯r
)
.δ~¯r
+ m
(
d
dt
~˙¯r + τ0
...
~¯r +
∂V
∂~r
)
.δ~r
]
, (7)
where V ≡ V (~r,~¯r) is the potential energy with ∂V∂~r = −
~¯F and ∂V
∂~¯r
= −~F . ¿From (7), equation (1)
is obtained by varying S with ~¯r whereas (6) follows from varying S with ~r. Since the equations
of motion for ~r and ~¯r follow as Euler-Lagrangian equations of motion for ~¯r and ~r respectively, the
method is called the indirect method. By descarding the surface terms, we get from (7):
δS = −δ
∫ t2
t1
dt
[
m~˙r.~˙¯r +
γ
2
(
~˙r.~¨¯r − ~¨r.~˙¯r
)
− V (~r,~¯r)
]
, (8)
where γ = mτ0 = 2e
2/3c3. It is then possible to identify
L = m~˙r.~˙¯r +
γ
2
(
~˙r.~¨¯r − ~¨r.~˙¯r
)
− V (~r,~¯r) (9)
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as the appropriate Lagrangian in the indirect representation. So, the system made of the radiation
damping and of its time-reversed image globally behaves as a closed system. The Lagrangian (9)
can be written in a suggestive form by subtitution of the hyperbolic coordinates ~r1 and ~r2 [25]
defined by
~r =
1√
2
(
~r(1) + ~r(2)
)
; ~¯r =
1√
2
(
~r(1) − ~r(2)
)
(10)
We find that the Lagrangian L becomes
L =
m
2
gij ~˙r(i).~˙r(j) −
γ
2
ǫij ~˙r(i).~¨r(j) − V [~r(1), ~r(2)] (11)
where the pseudo-euclidian metric gij is given by g11 = −g22 = 1, g12 = 0 and ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1. This
Lagrangian is similar to the one discussed by Lukierski et al [26] (that is a special nonrelativistic
limit of relativistic model of the particle with torsion investigated in [27]), but in this case we have
a pseudo-euclidian metric. The equations of motion corresponding to the Lagrangian (11) are
m~¨r(1) − γ
...
~r (2)= −
∂V
∂~r(2)
, m~¨r(2) − γ
...
~r (1)= −
∂V
∂~r(1)
. (12)
On the hyperbolic plane, the equations (12) shows that the dissipative term actully acts as a
coupling between the systems ~r(1) and ~r(2).
Recently, one of us, in [28] have studied the canonical quantization of the radiation damping.
A Hamiltonian analysis is done in commutative and noncommutative scenarios, what leads to the
quantization of the system, where the dynamical group structure associated with our system is
that of SU(1, 1). In [29], a supersymmetrized version of the model to the radiation damping,
Eq.(11), was developed. Its symmetries and the corresponding conserved Noether charges were
discused. It is shown that this supersymmetric version provides a supersymmetric generalization of
the Galilei algebra of the model [28], where the supersymmetric action can be split into dynamically
independent external and internal sectors.
4 Concluding remarks
We have shown that in the pseudo-Euclidean metrics the system made of a charge interacting
with its own radiation and its time-reversed image, introduced by doubling the degrees of freedom
as required by the canonical formalism, actually behaves as a closed system described by the
Lagrangian (11). This formalism represents a new scenario in the study of this very interesting
system. The Lagrangian (11) describes, in the hyperbolic plane, the dissipative system of a charge
interacting with its own radiation field, where the 2-labeled system represents the reservoir or heat
bath coupled to the 1-labed system. Note that this Lagrangian is similar to the one discussed in [26]
(which is a special nonrelativistic limit of relativistic model of the particle with torsion investigated
in [27]), but in this case we have a pseudo-Euclidean metric and the radiation-damping constant, γ ,
is the coupling constant of a Chern-Simons-like term. This formalism is important because it allows
us to study the canonical quantization of the model (see Ref.[28]), and to study the symmetries
of the model and their supersymmetric version (see Ref.[29]). In future works, we will study the
introduction of gauge interactions into the model.
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